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Abstract.
North Atlantic sea surface temperatures for
1856-1999 contain a 65-80 year cycle with a 0.4 øC range,

referredto as the Atlantic MultidecadalOscillation(AMO)
by Kerr [2000]. AMO warm phasesoccurredduring 18601880 and 1940-1960, and cool phasesduring 1905-1925 and
1970-1990. The signal is global in scope, with a positively correlated co-oscillation in parts of the North Pacific, but it is most intense in the North Atlantic and covers the entire basin there. During AMO warmings most of
the United States sees less than normal rainfall, including
Midwest droughts in the 1930s and 1950s. Between AMO
warm and cool phases, Mississippi River outflow varies by
10% while the inflow to Lake Okeechobee,Florida varies by
40%. The geographicalpattern of variability is influenced
mainly by changesin summer rainfall. The winter patterns
of interannual rainfall variability associated with E1 NifioSouthern Oscillation are also significantly changed between
AMO phases.

Introduction
Using a singular spectrum analysis on global surface
temperature records since the 1850s, Schlesinger and Ra-

mankutty[1994] identifieda North Atlantic surfacetemperature oscillation with a period of 65-70 years and suggested that it arises from internal ocean-atmosphere vari-

Delworth and Mann [2000]have reproducedthe observed
multidecadal patterns of variability. They demonstrate that
in both the model and observationsSST appears to carry the
multidecadal signal and that the model evolution involves
fluctuations in the intensity of the Atlantic thermohaline

circulation.Consistentwith this, Venegasand Mysak [2000]
find a multidecadal mode of variability between observedsea
ice concentration in the Greenland Sea and sea level pressure
over high northern latitudes that is more or less synchronous
with the AMO variability in SST.
Partly to distinguish it from wide-band variability associated with the atmospheric North Atlantic Oscillation

(NAO), the longtime scaleoceanicphenomenon
hasrecently
been

referred

to as the

Atlantic

Multidecadal

Oscillation

(AMO) [Kerr, 2000]. While anthropogenicfactors appear
to have become dominant in the late 20th century, the ostensibly natural temperature swings of the AMO have alternately disguisedand accentuated the secular trend. Considerable importance is now being placed on understanding and
predicting this natural cycle so that it may be correctly accounted for in ongoing evolution assessmentsof greenhouse
warming. It is also important to understand the effects of
the AMO on the intensity and geographic coverage of interannual impacts such as those of E1 Nifio-Southern Oscil-

lation (ENSO). In this study we examine both the multidecadal and interannual behaviors of precipitation over the

ability. Andronovaand Schlesinger[2000]conductedsimu- continental U.S. as they relate to the alternating phases of

lations of the observed global temperature using six models
with varying combinations of external forcings due to an-

thropogenic(greenhouse)and solarvariabilitiesplus injections of volcanic aerosols. The external forcings account for
the nonlinear secular increasein temperatures but fail to reproduce the previously identified 65-70 year cycles that are
manifested in global temperature data. The residual oscillation is likely a natural cycle mediated by ocean-atmosphere
interactions that can't be reproduced by the simple cli-

the oceanic

Data

AMO.

and

methods

Our study is basedon three data sets: an updated (18561999)versionof the Kaplan et al. [1998]monthlyreanalysis
of globalSST anomalies(SSTA), monthly rainfall over the
continental United States summarized by climate divisions

mate/ocean model. Similar oscillationsin a 60-110 year

(1895-1999)[National Climatic Data Center],and (as independenthydrologicalchecks)the recordsof MississippiRiver

band are seen in paleoclimatic North Atlantic climate re-

outflow and the indirectly estimated inflow into Florida's

constructionsdating at least to 1650 A.D. [e.g., Delworth Lake Okeechobee. These are compared to the appropriate
and Mann, 2000]. In two independent,naturally forcedin- area-weighted rainfall accumulations over the corresponding
tegrations of the GFDL coupled ocean-atmospheremodel,

catchments. Because net runoff goes as the difference be-
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tween rainfall and evapotranspiration(unavailablefor our
analysis) the comparisonswith river flows were done by
rescaling the basin rainfall totals to the variance and mean
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Figure 3. (a) Ten-yearrunningmeanof the AMO index(shaded
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and

rainfall anomaly of Florida climate

division 4 (heavy, solid). (b) As above, but for the area-weighted
rainfall accumulation over the Mississippi basin.
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We index the AMO with a ten-year running mean of

Atlantic SSTA north of the equator (Fig. la). The tem-

Figure 1. (a) AMO index: the ten-year running mean of detrended Atlantic SSTA north of the equator. (b) Correlation of
the AMO index with gridded SSTA over the world ocean (all seasons). The thick contour is zero and thin contours denote the
95% significancelevel. (c) Correlation of the AMO index with

poral variations reproduce the phases and periodicity previously ascribedto the AMO. The roughly 0.4øC peak-to-peak
variations are larger than for comparable areas in all other
oceans. The high correlations of this index with North At-

climate division rainfall with the Mississippi basin highlighted by
light gray fill. The larger highlighted circles indicate correlations
above the 90% significancelevel. Inset diagram to the right is a
blow-up of Florida showing Lake Okeechobee and Florida climate
division 4. The colorbar applies to correlations in both panels.

lantic griddedSSTA (Fig. lb) confirmthat this is an effective index. This simple index is virtually identical to what

one obtainsby smoothingthe first rotated (North Atlantic)
EOF mode of Mestas-Nu•ez and Enfield [1999, henceforth
ME991.

0.2[ a

linearly detrended time series of all the data. Quantitative
comparisonsbetween SSTA and rainfall-related variables are
made using conventional linear correlation analysis. Due to
the high degree of serial correlation in the smoothed time
series, a specially designed Monte Carlo analysis based on
the randomization of phases in the frequency domain was
usedto determine the significanceof correlations 'Ebisuzaki,
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4. (a) The AMO index (1920-1995) showingtwo con-

trasting 30-year time periods for the calculation of ENSO-climate

connections. (b) The correlation between the NINO-3.4 SSTA
and the unsmoothed
divisional
rainfall
for
Figure 2. (a) Ten-yearrunningmeans(all seasons)of Missis- index for Dec.-Feb.
sippi River outflow (heavy, solid) expressedas a percentageof Jan.-Mar. during the 30 year period 1930-1959. (c) As in b,
the long term annual mean, and the area-weighted Mississippi

basin rainfall (shadeddepartures), rescaledto the outflow. (b)
As above
rainfall

but for Lake

Okeechobee

inflow

and Florida

division

4

but for the 30 year period 1965-1994. The Mississippi basin is
highlighted by light gray fill. The colorbar applies to both maps.
90% significanceis indicated by enhanced circles and by dashed
vertical

lines on the colorbar.
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Consistent with the North Atlantic mode of ME99, correlations between the AMO index and SSTA elsewhere in

the world ocean are small, except for the Pacific, mainly
north of 40øN. ME99 hypothesizethat the covariabilityin
the North Pacific is passivelylinked to the North Atlantic
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lantic and allowingfor shorterperiodicities(lesssmoothing)
doesnot suggestan Atlantic sourcefor the 1940sanomaly.
We can only speculatethat the Mississippibasinis alsosensitiveto and affectedby oneor more of the other slowclimate
modes, such as occur in the Pacific sector.

throughfluctuations
in the tropospheric
polarvortex. This,
and our choiceof referring to the variability as "Atlantic",
are consistent with indications that the oscillation is driven

Changes in ENSO variability
It is of interest to know whether the pattern of telecon-

primarilyby interactions
in the Atlanticsectorandthat the nections of U.S. rainfall to tropical Pacific ENSO indices
Atlantic thermohalinecirculationis involved[Delworthand changessignificantlybetweenphasesof the AMO. It wasreMann, 2000; Venegas
and Mysak,2000]. However,we note cently shownthat changesin ENSO related rainfall anomathat the variability is global in scopeand that the presence of the signal in the North Pacific SST may augment
the AMO mode itself and certainly may contribute to the
climate impactsassociatedwith the AMO, suchas we describein this paper. We alsonote that ME99 have found
other multidecadal modes of SSTA variability in the Pacific

but that they are temporallyuncorrelatedwith the AMO
variability.

lies occur with alternating phasesof the Pacific Decadal Os-

cillation(PDO). The PDO hasshortertime scalesthan that
of the AMO [Mantua et al., 1997]. A north-southbipolar distribution

of correlations between western U.S. rainfall

and the SouthernOscillationIndex (SOI) is stronger(more
significantcorrelations)
wheneastPacificSSTA is decadally
cool [McCabeand Dettinger,1999]. During the high phase
of the PDO (eastPacificwarm) E1 Nifio eventsexhibit a
morerobustpatternof wetter (drier) wintersin the southern

The correlationsof the similarly smoothedclimate divisionrainfall with the AMO index displaya robustcontinental- (northern)tier of the contiguous
UnitedStates[Gershunov
scalepatterndominatedby negativecorrelations
(Fig. lc). and Barnett, 1998].
Many of the 90% significantcorrelations,all negative,are
To test for analogousrelationshipswith the AMO, we
foundin the Mississippibasin. A further clusteringof nega- first computedrunning20-yearcorrelationsof the unsmoothed
tive correlations occurs west of the continental divide, except Mississippibasinand Okeechobee
rainfall totals with the avfor positivecorrelationsin the PacificNorthwest. Positive erageSSTA over the NINO-3.4 index region in the equato-

regionalclustersalsoappearin the northeastand Florida.

rial Pacific(5øN-5øS,170øW-120øW).The correlationsare
steadily positive and significantfor the Lake Okeechobee
analysiswasrepeatedfor three-monthseasonal
averages
of rainfall, i.e., south-centralFlorida is wetter (dryer) during
the rainfall data (not shown). In all but the summersea- E1Nifio(La Nifia)years,regardless
of the AMO phase(Fig.
son(July-August-September)
thepatternsaredifferentfrom 3a). For the Mississippibasinrainfall, however,we seea
Fig. lc andhavefar fewersignificant
correlations.The sum- very clear change(Fig. 3b). During the 1930-1960warm
mer seasonpattern is similar and has many significantcor- phase of the AMO the rainfall had a significantnegative
As a checkon the seasonalityof the rainfall pattern the

relations. We therefore believe that multidecadal variations

correlation with NINO-3.4, whereasduring the cool phases
in summerrainfall are mainly responsiblefor the observed before and after the correlations were insignificant.
relationship.

The temporalvariabilitiesof rainfall are displayedfor two
representative
hydrologicalprovinces.The large distribution of negativecorrelationsin the centralU.S. is characterized by the area-weighted
accumulationof divisionrainfall

within the Mississippi
basin(Fig. 2a). The smoothed,directly measuredtime seriesof MississippiRiver outflowto

To better understand the running correlations we corre-

lated the borealwinter NINO-3.4 index (December-January-

February)withthewinterrainfall(January-February-March)
of everyclimatedivision,for two contrasting30 year periods

(Fig. 4a): 1930-1959(Fig. 4b) and 1965-1994
(Fig. 4c).

The correlation patterns are similar in form but contrast
greatly in the sizeof regionalclusters.For the AMO warm
the Gulf of Mexico is shownfor comparison. To characterize phase, most of the easternMississippibasin is characterthe positivecorrelationin a muchsmallerregion,we show ized by largenegativecorrelations,while significantpositive

the singleFlorida division4 rainfall series(Fig. 2b), which

correlations are confined to Florida

includes the entire catchment for the Lake Okeechobee in-

border with Mexico. For the more recent cool phase of the

and the southwestern

flow in south-central
Florida (Fig. lc). We alsoshowthe

AMO, the period for which most of our presentknowledge
of ENSO impactshas been obtained, there is a larger disthe difference between measured lake volume changes and tribution of positivecorrelationsall along the southerntier
the total metered outflowsat sluicegates [SouthFlorida states. In contrast, the coverageof negative correlations
WaterManagement
District].For both catchments
the flow over the eastern Mississippibasin is half that of the warm
closelymimicsthe rainfall totals, in spiteof the neglectof phase,while the Great Plainsshowsa largepositivecluster.
evapotranspiration.We note that the peak-to-peakvaria- The net result is that the Mississippibasin rainfall accumutions are 10ø-/0
and 40ø-/0
of the long-term mean for the Mis- lation is significantlyimpactedby ENSO (lesswinter rainsissippiand Okeechobee
flows,respectively.The formerrep- fall during E1 Nifio events)during the AMO warm phase
resentsa very large amount of water annually,while the (whennegativecorrelations
dominate)but not duringthe
latter significantlyaffectswater managementpolicyin the coolphase(whenpositivecorrelations
offsetnegativecorrehydrologicallysensitiveSouth Florida region.
lations). The changesin the continentalscalepattern are

estimatedunmanagedLake Okeechobee
inflowcomputedas

Consistent with the significant divisional correlationsin

not reflected in Florida rainfall, which has significant posi-

Fig. lc, thesetwo very differenthydrological
regionstrack tive correlationsfor both phasesof the AMO.
the phasesof the AMO very closely(Fig. la), exceptfor a
An analysisof how the AMO modulationof ENSO- conbrief periodin the 1940sfor the Mississippibasin. A more nected U.S. rainfall is related to the PDO modulation in the
detailed examinationof SSTA in subregionsof the North At- westernU.S. [McCabeand Dettinger,1999]is beyondthe

2080
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scope of this paper. We note, however, that the PDO is
characterized by shorter time scalesthan the AMO. Hence,
both of these slow modes appear to modulate ENSO rainfall
and their effects may interact in complicated ways.

Discussion
To probe the explanation for the patterns we see, we
calculated the composite average distributions of 500 hPa

geopotential height from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] for two periods, 1949-1969and
1970-1994,and subtractedthe averagefor 1949-1999(not
shown).For the early period (AMO warm) the normalwinter ridge-trough pattern is flattened over the northern tier
of the U.S., ie., the ridge over the Pacific Northwest weakens and the trough over the northern east-central region also
weakens. Over the southern tier the tendency is opposite,
i.e., 500 hPa heights tend to rise off the west coast and
decrease across the southeast. This can be interpreted as

a greater (lesser)frequencyof winter cyclonicactivity and
rainfall in the northwest(east-central)while the opposite
holdsin the southwest(southeast).These mean tendencies
are clearly reflected in the correlations between the AMO

index and smoothedrainfall (Fig. lc). They run counterto

SST VARIABILITY

AND U.S. RAINFALL

management priorities shift towards flood protection for the
region surrounding the Lake and minimizing the undesirable ecological impacts of high water levels on the Lake's
littoral zone. This often requires large dischargesof freshwater through the coastal estuaries that must be managed
carefully to minimize adverse effects that such discharges
have on the downstream ecosystems.
Finally, it is clear both from this study and that of others

that the slowvariability (decadalor longer)in both northern
oceans renders ENSO teleconnections nonstationary over
the United States. Current methods of forecasting ENSO
climate impacts are based mainly on empirical relationships
involving observations taken during the recent AMO cool
phase. To the extent that we continue to use empirical relationships, the shifts currently taking place might be ac-

countedfor by using earlier observationsand paleoclimate
findings. However, it is also clear that the best long-term
solution for climate prediction is to overcome the current
failure of coupled models to forecast rainfall impacts, and
for the models

to account
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